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Author's response to reviews: see over
Thank you very much for your favorable comments. Following your suggestions, we have changed our manuscripts. Please confirm them that we have changed as you have expected. We are looking forward to hearing from you soon.

Sincerely,
Kunihiko Matsui, MD.
e-mail: kmatsui@kumamoto-u.ac.jp

Formatting changes
1. Running header - Please remove this.
We have removed that.

2. Title - Please use sentence case in the title (capitalise only the first word, and proper nouns), both in the manuscript file and the submission system (i.e. remove all unnecessary capitals).
We have changed the title as following:
Clinical training: a simulation program for phlebotomy

3. Affiliations - Each affiliation should be written in full, in the following format: department, institute, city, and country. This may mean repeating institutional addresses if the authors are from different departments within an institution.
We have changed them as your suggestions. Please see the first page of our manuscript.

4. Line numbers/word count - Please remove these.
We have removed them.

5. Please format all text in red.
We have changed the color of the text to red.

6. Table title and legend - The table title should appear above the table. The legend (or key) should
appear below the table.

We have changed the title of Table 1 from “Table 1. Phlebotomy training assessment checklist. Each item was scored as “performed appropriately”, “not performed”, or “performed but inappropriately” for each point.” to “Table 1. Phlebotomy training assessment checklist.”, and we have added the following sentence as the legend at the end of Table 1: “Each item was scored as “performed appropriately”, “not performed”, or “performed but inappropriately” for each point.”.